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Women and Writing in Modern China. By Wendy Larson.
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998. vii+267 pp.
ISBN 0-8047-3129-2 (cloth); ISBN 0-8047-3151-9
(paperback).
Positioning the subject of her study in the context of both
the globalist project of modernity and the long tradition of
Chinese literary ideology and gender politics, Wendy Larson, in
Women and Writing in Modern China, has conducted one of the
most ambitious studies on Chinese women and writing in early
twentieth-century China. The questions discussed at length
include the following: how was the relationship between women
and writing defined through the opposition of de (virtue) and cai
(talent) in Chinese tradition (Chapter 2); how this relationship
produced enduring effects upon Chinese women and their
writing in the early twentieth century (Chapter 3); and how
Chinese women struggled to redefine their subjectivity and their
relation to literature through subversive ways of writing and living
in the modern era (Chapter 4). An inquiry into the relationship
between nationalism, gender, and literature (Chapter 1) and a
discussion of the political movement that demanded class
consciousness and social engagement of literature (Chapter 5)
serve to frame these central questions.
Recent scholarship stresses that gender in Confucian
thought was not a primary ontological category (33) and that
yin/yang theory denotes more relative, unstable,
and complementary characteristics of gender
relationship (35-37). However, Larson contends
that Chinese women had long been associated
with a set of negative qualities—weakness,
darkness, stupidity, inferiority, destructiveness—
and, as a result, the essentialization of gender
hierarchy and difference had produced a lasting
impact on Chinese history. Beginning from the
saying popular in late imperial China that “A
woman is virtuous if she is untalented" (which
she translates as “Lack of literary talent was a
virtue for women"), Larson proceeds to argue
that, <(ln premodern China de functioned as a
fem ale sphere of knowledge and self-
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presentation against cait a transcendent male sphere of
knowledge and self-presentation that included complex issues of
education and learning” （
44_45). Accordingly， ofe and ca/’ became
exclusively oppositional, gendered concepts in premodern
China, with de defined as female self-sacrifice as well as the
physical embodiment of virtue, and cai as male literary,
emotional, intellectual, and transcendent self-promotion and
power. Although the combination of these two categories in the
practice of w om en’s w riting became a radical modern
alternative, Larson points out that the traditional gendered
concepts of de and cai had the potential to extend their influence
on modem life (45) and that “through the Ming and into the Qing，
and right up to the modern period, the concepts of cai and de
contained, as theory and practice, gendered and counter
meanings” （
51).
The traditional gendered ideologies did not relinquish their
power and effect in the early twentieth century. On the contrary,
Larson argues, they hindered modern Chinese women from
becoming modernist subjects that could play a part in strong
romantic, heterosexual love relationships frequently associated
with abstract or national goals (86, 104); they also turned
women's bodies into obstacles to their literary fulfillment in the
modern era (125). Through detailed textual analysis of writing by
Bing Xin, Lu Yin, and other women, Larson argues that women
and writing are still contradictory concepts in modern Chinese
women’s works, and that it is through the effacement of the
female body or physical desire that women's writing can be
produced.
According to Larson, the contradiction between
femaleness and literature was not resolved until the late 1920s
when women writers started writing about female-female
relationships and female singlehood (88-91，108-109)， a more
transgressive alternative to both traditional gender ideologies
and the modern, heterosexual, romantic love relationship. As a
result, a positive linkage between modern women and modern
writing was established (132, 154-65). The female-female
relationship or female singlehood as a “utopian means of doing
away with the implicit hierarchy of heterosexuality” （
155) and
traditional family proposes new configurations for women and
writing (164) that privilege female subjectivity. HThe positioning of
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gendered subjectivity as the means of creating a woman writer
is a particular response to the specifics of Chinese culture in the
1920s and a key to the way in which women and literature were
joined together” （
164),
As a critical revision of most of the historical and literary
scholarship to date that views early modern Chinese history and
literature as fundamentally different from traditional concepts
and ideas，Larson’s book raises important and urgent questions
a b o u tth e role of tradition in modem Chinese history and
literature, and provides readers with a unique perspective on
Chinese women and writing in early twentieth-century China. It
pins down the implicit yet central gender (as well as class)
ideology of Chinese tradition that not only privileged writing over
physical activities, but a/so /inked writing to gender domination
and uses of power. By referring to diverse sources, Larson
closely examines how tradition, through the concepts of de/cai,
yin/yang, etc., produced a lasting effect on modern life, and she
shows the extent to which modernity is first and foremost a
negotiation between the local cultural tradition and imposed
Western modernist standards. A salient feature of the book is its
detailed textual studies of specific works, which prevents the
book from being overly abstract and general. The strength of
Larson’s argument also lies in its abundant references to
theoretical，historical, and literary sources in both English and
Chinese.
Like other thought-provoking work, Women and Writing in
Modem China also contains some arguments that demand
critical reassessment. In the following, I would like to focus on
the concepts of de and cai and their different significations in
various social contexts to suggest a more flexible understanding
of women and writing in late imperial and early twentieth-century
China.
As scholars like Liu Yongcong have shown, de and cai as
Confucianist ethical concepts were applied to both men and
women with the same privileging of de over cai throughout
Chinese history. De refers to the most positive, fundamental, and
innate qualities of a person, while cai refers to external material
or skill (writing included) that either helps disseminate or hinder
de in its expression or practice. The old saying that De zhong yu
ca/， translated as “Moral virtue is superior to literary skill” （
46)，
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does not exclusively apply to women, as Larson noted. In fact, in
its long history, the saying is primarily used by and for male
Confucian scholar-officials as one of the most important codes in
the Confucian tradition. Although the use of cai in reference to
women in the late imperial period tends to evoke the meaning of
literary or artistic talent, to translate cai merely as literary skill"
reduces the range of its original meanings, which embrace a
variety of skills, such as the political, military, artistic, etc. For
both men and women, de is of primary importance and cai is
secondary. The tension between de and cai had a long history in
elite discourse and was not reserved exclusively for the purpose
of defining Chinese women.
By the late Ming period, when de and cai were used to
describe women's roles in society and family, cfe and cai were
not perceived as intrinsically opposite entities. There existed
some important, historical conditions under which the two
concepts had been implemented to define and confine women.
First of all, during the period in question, a more severe moral
code was imposed upon women, and consequently, female
chastity became a central concern of society. Since talented
women in Chinese tradition had been mostly associated with
prostitution and courtesanship, they were negatively evaluated
during the Ming. It is, therefore, against the implication that
women who write wight enter the public realm and become
unchaste that the saying “A woman is virtuous if she is
untalented" gained its currency (Liu Yongcong). Larson also
mentions this linkage in her book, but does not take it as a major
historical factor that actively contributes to the imposition of
severe moral restrictions on talented women of the time (133). In
other words, the saying itself does not indicate that female virtue
bears an intrinsically antagonistic relation to cai or that cai is an
exclusively male characteristic. It has little to do with the
ontological status of de and cai, here reconceptualized by
Larson as conflicting or oppositional, with one being physically
oriented and the other transcendent. It is, in fact, problematic to
characterize cai as transcendent and abstract. As a skill that is
defined in opposition to de, cai requires physical training and
lacks the status of being transcendent and self-promoting.
Secondly, it was within the historical context of the late
imperial period, when more women began writing, that the
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saying “A woman is virtuous if she is untalented” articulated
some conservative moral concerns characteristic of the times
(see Dorothy Ko; Susan Mann). Although the saying played an
undeniable role in preventing more women from writing and
publishing their works in the period, as Kang-i Sun Chang points
out, lt[n]o nation has produced more anthologies or collections of
women's poetry than late imperial China. (< More importantly, by
the high Qing, women who were productive in writing were no
longer courtesans, but guixiu, cultivated ladies in the inner
quarters of elite families. This indicates that the association of
female writing with loss of chastity was no longer dominant in
practice. Nu zhong caizi [female talent], shiyuan [gentry women
poets], nushi [female scribes], and mingjia [famous masters]
became honorific terms referring to women writers, and they
even appeared on the titles of women’s anthologies and
collections. It is undeniable that the quest for fame and
reputation by women was still regarded by conservative scholars
as too radical, but it had already become an important trend in
the elite class of the time (see Robyn Hamilton). Furthermore,
the language reform that advocated using the vernacular and
the newly developed subjective/psychological mode of writing at
the beginning of the twentieth century set new and crucial stage
for Chinese women’s search for writing. Therefore，Larson’s
claims that “the gendered discourse of moral virtue contained an
antiliterary bias” and that “women” and “literature” remained
contradictory through the 1920s would have benefited from more
nuanced formulations.
In her focus on the historical negotiation between the
traditional and the modern as a lens through which to re-view
Chinese women and writing in the modern era, Larson presents
the traditional as to some extent static and changeless. The
relationship between de and cai is fixed as a binary opposition
and used to account for women and writing over the last few
centuries, a period during which Chinese women experienced
unprecedented sociohistorical changes. Women and Writing in
Modern China makes the useful point that traditional gender
ideology still influenced women and their writing in the modern
period, but to take this discourse of gender as a straightforward
representation of past reality and to claim that it had the same
impact on women in modern China as it had previously is an
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oversimplification. Larson intends to challenge and revise the
simplified view that claims a total break of modern Chinese
women from the past, but her revision repeats the stereotyped
modern view of traditional Chinese woman as purely passive
and self-sacrificing.
Furthermore, with her own strong argument that de and cai
were still contradictory in both theory and practice through the
1920s, Larson leaves herself little space to convince the reader
the argument that by the late 1920s, a new and positive
alternative was suddenly and for the first time in history initiated
by Lu Yin's writing on the female-female relationship and by the
lesbian relationship of some women in Guangdong province
(163). In fact, unprecedented novelty in the late 1920s
undermines and even contradicts Larson’s critique of other
scholarship that constructs the early twentieth century as an
epochal threshold, totally disconnected from past tradition. Why
does w riting on the subject m atter of fem ale-fem ale
relationship/friendship or the choice of female singlehood in
reality suddenly and fundamentally alter the originally claimed
oppositional relationship between women and writing that had
long been culturally and institutionally defined? What about the
writing on female-female relationships and the practice of
singlehood in the late imperial period, as illustrated in the work
of Dorothy Ko and Helen F. Siu?
Women and Writing in Modern China is an important and
provocative work. It represents a serious attempt to grapple with
some of the thorniest issues facing scholars of modern Chinese
literature and cultural history today. It contains useful material,
extensive references, illuminating textual analysis, and insightful
arguments regarding Chinese modernity, nationalism, gender
ideology, literary criticism, and Chinese women's writing in the
early decades of the twentieth century.
Lingzhen WANG
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